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Valador and Deloitte are partnered on this contract to support the VA’s Office of Information 
and Technology (OIT) by providing the following services:

 ♦  Technical Consulting Services

♦ Business Analytics

♦ Modeling and Simulation Techniques

♦ Prototypes and Technologies

♦ Process Mapping

♦  Analyses and Independent Assessments and Reviews

♦  Planning Support

♦ Web-based Decision Support

♦ Repositories and 

♦ Facilitation and Administrative Services

 

Assistance in Decision-making Processes
 

Valador develops, delivers, and stores models, simulations, and analysis reports to support VA analytical 
endeavors. In support of this, Valador provides data-driven simulations with interfaces that will allow users to 
explore the workings of quantitative systems by adjusting their variables and observing the effects of these 
adjustments to meaningfully resemble real-world consequences.  These simulations allow:   

 ♦  Employees to interact with software or other tools in a no-risk environment

♦ Employees to engage in real business problems, make irreversible decisions in a “safe” environment and          

      receive effective and targeted feedback

♦ Assessing effectiveness of existing and planned operations

Valador has created a web-based modeling and simulation repository system, that allows for multiple  users to 
gain access to the developed models and simulations, and collaborate on the results in making difficult decisions.  
The users can run multiple scenarios, view and save results, and collaborate on them in making difficult decisions 
based on those results.



Contact us for more information

 
Kevin Sadeghian, Program Manager
560 Herndon Parkway, Suite #300

Herndon, VA 20170
703.435.9155
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The DESTINY Model Repository System (DMRS) is a web based system that allows users 
to gain access to Models and Simulations pertaining to their areas of interest, and perform 
what-if analysis.  The system can make available different types of models including Discrete 
Event Simulation (DES) models and Interactive Unified Modeling Language (UML) models, 
which reside in a central repository.

Depending on privileges assigned by an administrator, 

different users will have access to different collection of 

models.  The system allows users to log in and explore a 

repository containing a wide variety of Models and 

Simulations, and using dashboards, run those simulations 

based on their modifiable input parameters.  The system 

then runs the simulation(s) based on those input parameters, 

and returns a set of outputs, via a central database, that can

be studied and shared with other users.  Collaboration is 

encouraged when making decisions based on the results of 

the model runs.  

 

The DMRS system will allow for analysts and decision makers to easily, quickly, and efficiently access these 
models, run them based on the appropriate input parameters, and get results that will help them make hard 
decisions with more accuracy and confidence.

 

DESTINY Model Repository System (DMRS)


